
KEY STRATEGIES OF THE MODERN FINANCE LEADER

Beyond the bottom line

If your title includes “finance,” your responsibilities are likely growing. Besides guarding the bottom 
line, many finance leaders are expected to take on:

• Growth planning
• Pricing strategies
• Policy compliance & risk management

Meanwhile, the digital, mobile economy means there are many more ways for your employees  
to spend the company’s money, from cash to online, so it’s harder to keep track. 

You may have always given employees a lot of responsibility for spending, but the digital 
world means they have more options for how to do it than ever before, which means it’s 
harder for you to see that spending:

• Lengthy manual processes increase errors and disrupt cash flow
• New easier ways employees have found to spend out of policy
• If your travel program ignores how employees book, you’re losing  
 visibility into that spending.

Your data needs to work harder. It needs to be:

• Consolidated 
• Accurate 
• Current

Making expense reporting and bill paying easier for  

employees can help financial decision makers get the 

insights and information they need.

“We need to bridge the gap between Finance’s control 

and ease of use for our employees.”  
—Concur customer CFO

Automating expense reports can give  

employees back 6.75 workdays per 
year to work on other projects.2

Businesses using an end-to-end travel  

and expense solution see  

44% better compliance.3

Businesses with an integrated travel and  

expense system require an average of 
47% less staff time for processing 

travel and expense reports.4

If you only get a snapshot of past spending,  

how do you know where you stand today?

One solution can engage your employees  

AND deliver more from your data. 

See how Concur can help you control costs,  

cash flow and your bottom line.
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72%
of CEOs from high-performing organizations believe 

the CFO role will increase in importance over the 

next three years.1

Modern finance leaders use two key  
strategies to balance the bottom line  
with their expanding roles. 

STRATEGY #1
Engage employees in your cause

SOLUTION
Deliver insight that drives savings

The

1  View from the Top Research Report—Forbes/KPMG January, 2015

2 “Your 2013 Guide to Travel and Expense Management” Aberdeen Group, March 2013
3 End to End Visibility into T&E Expense Management: Mobile Comes to the Table, Louis Berard, Aberdeen Group, April 2013
4 Driving Business Value Through Travel and Expense Management Maturity, IDC, January 2016

STRATEGY #2
Demand more from your data

Modern finance leaders give employees the mobile tools to 
work anytime, anywhere, not procedures that slow them down:

http://www.concur.com/en-us/modern-finance-leaders?pid=asset&cid=key_strategies_modern_finance_leader_IG_062816
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